
Focus on everyone having fun; an opportunity for the girls to 
have fun whilst being active. In particular the Guardians of the 
Galaxy club participants did not feel that they needed to be 
good at football to join in.

Supporting Partners

KEYS TO SUCCESS
from schools delivering
the programme

Disney stories

The Disney element has been a key success criteria for recruiting, 
engaging and motivating the girls. The children are familiar with the 
characters and the stories. The lead teacher sent out letters with 
pictures of the characters home to recruit the girls. For many, the 
pictures of the familiar characters will have been what encouraged 
them to come along to try the club. This was observed to be especially 
important for those who are less active and who may not have been 
initially motivated by the concept of a football club.

“Really got the 
children excited to 

take part in sport and 
excited to try new 

things”
Head Teacher

Focus on having fun

“If you like football 
then you need to join 
it because it was the 
most ‘funnest’ thing 
I’ve ever done in my 

life.” 
Guardians of the 

Galaxy club
participant
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Transition to community provision

The biggest achievement of the club is that even only having run it for six weeks they have already seen 5 or 6 
girls go and join the local football club Skipton Juniors.
On the last session of the Guardians of the Galaxy club the teacher sent girls home with contact details for the 
club which has supported the transition to the community club and enabled the girls to continue playing football.



Supporting Partners

Recruitment

The lead teacher used her in-depth knowledge of KS1 to identify the children who would benefit most from 
the intervention. Each group has a mixture of girls with English as an additional language, girls with special 
educational needs, those from disadvantaged backgrounds, those with low confidence and some girls who 
were beginning to display behaviour challenges. A real strength of the programme at Cranford was the time 
that was taken to carefully select the groups of children for the club.

Relatable role models

Both the lead teacher and teaching assistant 
that deliver the sessions are passionate about 
football. This enthusiasm and passion helps 
to encourage and engage the girls in the 
sessions and sport of football. The lead teacher 
in particular uses her experience of playing 
football to inspire the girls by sharing the 
benefits she has found from playing.

Space

Top tips for other schools
 F Allocate a safe, quiet and regular space for 

the club to take place in 
 F Make the girls feel special for having been 

chosen for the club  
 F Keep all your resources next to the space 

– make it as simple and time efficient as 
possible 

 F Target the right girls to maximise impact – 
knowledge of the girls is key 

 F Use staff as role models to inspire the girls 
 F Get going with it straight away!

“I liked the club because it wasn’t just for people who are sporty and good at football
and who had experience, it was for everybody even if just starting out.” 

Guardians of the Galaxy club participant

The club happens every lunchtime in the same 
designated outdoor space. This has helped with 
the success of the programme as it is consistent 
and the girls know where to go. The space is out of 
the way of other children which gives them a safe 
space to build their confidence as a group.
It is also quiet which helps with the interaction
and discussion elements of the programme.

Feeling special

The girls spoke about how much they enjoyed it being a small, girls only group. Small things like having 
special bibs and the adventure passports help them to feel part of something special. Other children in the 
school see them playing ask how they are able to get into the club.
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